School Community Council Meeting

Aug. 18, 2020

Attendees: Deb Woolley, Caro Sanderson, Gary Cloward, Jason Johnson, Chris Bell, Erin Madrigal
Welcome back
Review council terms and election: Caro took over for Carla, Chris-2nd year, 3 openings
Current term is good thru September. Deb assigned to send out applications-digitally. If an election is
needed, we can do the election at SEP conferences on Sept. 23 and 24th.
Plan and budget carryover/unused funds: Carry over of approximately $22,000 (came from not paying
salaries at the shutdown) -RM needs paras!! Most paras have quit. -need recess duty helper and food
service helper -We are going to spend to invest in additional para help.
-Gary asked about Chromebooks not returned from the Spring. We had about 26-27 not returned. We
had just received new ones and with the loss of students to Olene Walker Elementary, we have enough
to cover our current students.
-Hot spots were also discussed-district bought some, waiting to see if we are able to get some this way
-Enrollment- distance or face to face both count on our enrollment and towards our Title 1 status. This
year the Title 1 money is secure.
-Friday-distance learning- we have not determined if the work will be paper or if chrome books will go
home.
-Jason asked if some of the funds need to be used to provide supplies for greater safety for teachers and
staff. The district is currently meeting those needs.
Motion made to amend our plan with carry over money: Unanimous vote to use money for more para
help and for hot spots as needed.
Additional information:
Backpacks can be used at school. We had enough for all students with supplies due to a donation from
Granite Education Foundation
Before and after school programs are not happening at the moment due to contact tracing and adults to
supervise the program. We would like to pursue these programs when things are back to “normal”.
We are holding off on a plan for TSSA money. We have permission to use it to save a teacher if our
enrollment is down at the fall surplus. We will discuss what to do with it after that time if it is not
needed for that purpose.
We need to add a faculty member to fill in for Erin for the next few minutes while she is taking a classs.
NEXT meeting- SEPT. 29th
Motion to adjourn by Caro, second by Chris.

